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Abstract

Inspection of welds with limited access puts specific requirement on the NDT-method to be used. A non-contact 

method without the need for special surface preparation is preferable for fast and cost efficient inspection and with 

the possibility of automation. Infrared thermography has been known for quite a long time and is today mainly 

used for NDT inspection of composite structures. The technique is based on registering the heat conduction of the 

material of the surface of the structure. The method requires some kind of excitation resulting in a change of heat 

locally in the inspected area. In the study presented in this paper, different excitation methods are evaluated, such 

as continuous laser, flash lamp and induction. The study also includes conditions for miniaturization and 

automation of the inspection methods. For welds difficult to access, thermography is a suggested as a possible 

inspection method.
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1. Introduction

Reliable detection of surface and sub-surface flaws are critical with respect to component life 

and flight safety. Fabricated aero-engine structures raises high demands on the methods to be 

used for weld inspection in production as well as in maintenance. These light weight 

components are built using thin sheet material and have complex geometries, small dimensions 

and welds that need to be inspected. For inspection of these welds, there is a need for new 

efficient NDT methods that can reduce inspection time, increase the detection ratio, and are 

capable of sizing and characterization different types of surface flaws. Some of these welds 

may, due to the localization on the components, be difficult to access for surface inspection 

using conventional NDT methods. Conventional techniques such as Visual Inspection (VT), 

Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (FPI) and Radiography (RT) have limitations in applicability 

and flaw detectability. For weld inspection using FPI, requirements must be fulfilled regarding 

surface preparation and application of different process steps to be performed before inspection, 

as well as for the evaluation of indications. Eddy current (ET) could potentially be used as an 

alternative inspection method in critical areas, but the method has limitations with regard to 

surface roughness, weld surface geometry, lift-off etc., and can be difficult to apply in areas 

difficult to access.

An example of a welded turbine exhaust structure demonstrator component is shown in Figure 1

below. In this component guide vanes are welded to an outer and inner ring. The welds on the

outside are accessible for inspection while the weld root side on the inside of the guide vanes

are difficult to access. The defect types considered here are surface flaws such as cracks, pores 

and lack of penetration.
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Figure 1. Turbine exhaust case technology demonstrator

Infrared thermography (IRT) [1] has been known for quite a long time and is today mainly used 

for the NDT inspection of composite structures. For metals, thermography has been shown to 

have the possibility for inspection of spot welds [2, 3] and also to detect surface cracks [4, 5].

The method allows an object to be inspected without contact and possibly without surface 

preparation. The technique is based on registering the emitted heat from the surface of the 

structure due to a known head load. The method requires some kind of excitation resulting in a 

change of heat locally in the inspected area. One key aspect is the method of excitation, and 

how to optimize the excitation to have robust measurements.

For inspection using Thermography, application of the method for inspection in areas with 

limited access should be comparable to, or better than FPI, VT and ET. Excitation and 

measurement equipment should be designed to be adaptable to the inspection setup. 

For inspection using Thermography, factors such as surface roughness and the need for special 

additives and surface preparation should not have to be considered. However, a clean and dry 

surface is required before performing inspection, free from any contaminants

The automation possibilities of the different steps involved in an inspection makes 

Thermography an interesting alternative to manual inspection methods such as FPI [6].

Automation is to be used where possible during the different steps of the inspection, preferably 

with minimum operator assistance. Using automation techniques, fast and efficient scanning of 

the weld can be performed and inspection results can be generated and assessed using 

automated image processing and analysis of inspection data. In this way a reliable and repetitive 

inspection is possible and operator dependent factors that may cause variation of the inspection 

result can be minimized or eliminated.

In the study presented in this paper, different excitation methods are evaluated, such as 

continuous laser, flash lamp and induction. The study also includes conditions for 

miniaturization and automation of the inspection methods. For inspection of difficult to access

welds by use of thermography, a suggested solution is presented in the paper.

2. Infrared thermography

Infrared thermography (IRT) is a relatively novel method within NDT [7, 8]. It is mainly used 

for the inspection of ceramics, plastics and composites. Lately inspection of metal structures 

and welds are reported [4, 5, 9, 10]. IRT has the advantages that it is relatively fast, non-contact 

and provides full field information; therefore it is suitable for an automatic NDT-cell [6]. For 



readers not familiar with thermography, a short description is presented below. For a more 

detailed description several references are available [7, 11].

All objects, with a temperature above absolute zero, emit infrared radiation. Although infrared 

radiation is invisible to the human eye, it can be converted to a visible image, which depicts the 

variation in temperature, with the help of an IR camera. Thermography is based on this concept. 

In active thermography the sample is initially heated using an excitation source, as in Figure 2.

The radiated heat from the surface of the sample is then recorded during the heating, cooling or 

both, using an IR camera. Defects can then be detected by identifying abnormal variations in 

the heating or cooling curves over the surface. It is also possible to heat the sample locally and 

register variations in the heat conduction along the surface.

Figure 2. Principle of thermography set-up

2.1 Excitation sources

Three different excitation sources were evaluated in this work, continuous laser, flash lamp and 

induction heating. The first two, continuous laser and flash lamp uses the fact that surface cracks 

have a higher absorptivity and emissivity than the surrounding metal due to multiple reflections 

of the light within the crack. This is explained in more detail by Broberg [5]. Due to this 

relatively high absorptivity, surface cracks will absorb more of the energy in the incoming light 

and therefore increase more, and faster, in temperature than the surrounding metal. Induction 

heating on the other hand uses a strong, varying, magnetic field to induce currents in the surface 

of a conducting material. The material is then heated through Joule heating. If a crack were to 

cut the flow of current it will make the electric current flow around the crack, which can be 

seen as a variation in the heating of the surface [12].

2.1.1 Continuous laser

When a laser beam is directed to a metallic surface, a considerable amount of light is reflected 

due to the low emissivity of metals. However, under the presence of a surface breaking crack, 

the defect behaves as a cavity where multiple reflections occur resulting in higher light 

absorption and subsequent temperature increment. In this manner, by means of an IR camera, 

this heating may be detected in order to distinguish non-defective areas from defective ones.

This heat supply may be of different shapes (laser line or spot), where the laser line is an 

interesting approach for covering both the whole weld and the heat affected zone (HAZ). This 

enables to scan welds in an effective manner. With respect to this, different configurations may 

be adopted: the flying spot laser [13] or a moving scanner where the thermography based 



inspection system travels along the whole weld. This latter has the advantage of covering large 

parts continuously, on the other hand a pseudo static matrix needs to be built for applying 

advanced signal processing techniques. This occurs due to the fact that the field of view is 

constantly changing.

In this work, the moving scanner solution was adopted, as suggested above. The system 

consisted of an IR camera linked to the excitation source. The micro-bolometer camera was 

sensitive in the 7.5-14 µm wavelength range and covered a field of view of 120 mm x 90 mm

by a standard lens (25º). A scheme illustrating the explained configuration is shown in Figure 3.

An optical lens assembly was attached to the laser to generate high power density laser-line. 

The inspected sample was a rectangular plate with 8 machined artificial defects (notches)

manufactured through EDM (Electrical Discharge Machining) process as small as 750 µm in 

length and 100 µm in width.

Figure 3. Weld inspection scheme for laser excited Active Thermography

2.1.2 Flash lamp

A flash lamp is an excitation source which is used for heating a large area in a short time. When 

a high current is discharged through the flash lamp, the gas inside the bulb is heated and excited 

and radiates for a short time in a wide spectra. The flash lamp has advantages compared to a 

high power laser in terms of safety, cost and the possibility to excite a larger area at the time. 

Since the flash lamp radiates in a wide spectra, which includes the spectral range of the camera, 

it will cause reflections of the lamp, in the sample, to overpower the signal from possible cracks.

For this excitation source it is therefore only possible to observe the heat from a crack just after 

the flash, before it has returned to the same temperature as the surroundings. It is also important 

to direct the flash lamp in a way that reduces the direct reflections as much as possible. The 

experimental setup used can be seen in Figure 4.



Figure 4. Flash lamp excitation

2.1.3 Induction heating

The method, also known as induction thermography, consists of inducing eddy currents into the 

sample to be tested through an induction coil. Defect detection is based on the changes of the 

current distribution; since under the presence of a crack the current flow is disrupted leading to 

current concentration. Hence, a higher heat generation occurs near the defect which can be used 

for detection by the IR camera.

The setup of the induction heated thermography consist of an induction coil positioned close to 

the surface (distance greater than 10 mm). The coil used in this study is of circular shape and 

with a unique turn. Due to the high current amplitudes a water cooled system is required that 

pumps water into the coil interior.

The frequency of the eddy current is a determining factor for inductive processes because 

influences the current penetration depth. The greater the alternating current frequency, the lower 

is the penetration depth of the induced eddy currents in the material. In this study a high 

frequency generation is chosen to promote the “skin effect” since surface breaking cracks are 

sought.

2.2 Miniaturization and automation

In order to achieve automated inspection of welded components with limited access and 

complex geometry, it is important that the inspection technique and equipment is miniaturized. 

This means that both image the acquisition unit and the excitation source must be designed in 

such a manner that they allow either the introduction into the inspection areas (the system itself) 

or guidance of both acquisition and excitation through mirrors or fibres. The use of mirrors 

offers a good alternative while special attention needs to be paid to reflectivity in the IR 

spectrum. Mirrors coated with aluminium, gold or silver reflect wavelengths in the IR region

(up to 20 µm), the gold coated mirrors being the ones with the higher reflectivity (> 96 %). 

The automated inspection of welds implies that different strategies need to be adopted for all 

the involved aspects: motion (scanning), data acquisition and defect detection. With regard to 

scanning movement during measurement, a common approach consists of using robots that 

offer great flexibility and the possibility of tracking complex geometries. An important aspect 

of the data acquisition is that it should enable communication between different 

hardware/software and the synchronization between them. Especially in the case of large 

components where the amount of data must be considered.



For defect detection, over the last few years several methods of thermographic sequence 

processing have evolved. Many of these have been based on the traditional artificial vision. 

Within these processing techniques, smoothing operations for noise removal (median, Gaussian 

filters…), gradient operations for edge detection (Sobel, Canny…) or morphological filtering 

for objects recognition (thresholding, object parameter identification, Hough transform…) may 

be found. Advanced processing techniques, on the other hand, are based on thermal properties 

such as conductivity or diffusivity, being consequently less sensitive to surface conditions 

Thermal Signal Reconstruction is a clear example.

3. Evaluation of different excitation sources

The three different techniques, continuous laser, flash lamp and induction heating where studied 

as excitation sources. Results from the different experiments are found below.

3.1 Crack detection by use of continuous laser as excitation source

Results for different inspections are illustrated in the following figures, where different 

scanning speeds where employed. In Figure 5 and Figure 6 thermograms at a given instant of 

the inspection is shown, revealing three clear notches. One of them appears as a clear peak-

temperature when the laser-line heats it up, whereas the others remain warmer than their 

surrounding due to their lower heat diffusion capacity.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. A continuous laser line as excitation source at 100 mm/min scanning speed. (a) 

Temperature profile across the defects in the centre of the plate. (b) Thermogram of the entire 

plate. The laser line is visible as a vertical bright line.



(a) (b)

Figure 6. A continuous laser line as excitation source at 200 mm/min scanning speed. (a) 

Temperature profile across the defects in the centre of the plate. (b) Thermogram of the entire 

plate. The laser line is visible as a vertical bright line.

When comparing results at different scanning speeds, clear differences are noticed in terms of 

temperature amplitude. This means that as the scanning speed is reduced temperature amplitude 

increases. Apart from that, there are also differences in the “tail” of the laser-line and 

consequently in the cooling sequence. At the highest scanning speeds the heating resembles a 

heat pulse which allows better analysis of the thermal diffusivity and consequently this provides 

clear information of defect´s severity. By comparing Figure 5 and Figure 6, the mentioned 

differences on the tail of the laser-line may be observed

In this work, after the acquisition process, the defect detection strategy consisted of the laser-

line tracked by traditional image processing techniques. This allows the reconstruction of the 

weld as it is being heated by the laser. In addition, in order to account for weld´s previous state 

(as a result of surface irregularities, oxidized areas…) the “cold weld” is considered for 

assessing relative temperature increments instead of considering simply peak amplitudes. 

Finally, an additional step is required to analyse the cooling sequence. Due to the scanning 

concept and the constantly changing field of view, a new matrix needs to be built that resembles 

the matrix that would be obtained under static conditions. After this process, advanced signal 

processing techniques may be applied in a similar manner as it would be done under static 

conditions. The weld reconstruction after the scanning process is illustrated in Figure 7. The 

detectability of the eight equally-spaced notched is clearly observed. 

Figure 7. Reconstruction of the IR recording after laser-line scanning

3.2 Crack detection by use of flash lamp as excitation source

To start evaluation of flash lamp as an excitation source, surface notches have been studied. 

Notches with the width from 80 µm to 400 µm and length from 250 µm to 1.7 mm were 

inspected. In Table 1 a summary of the detection rate of different sizes of surface notches are 

listed. The experiments have been performed with FLIR SC5650 IR camera with a band width 



of 2.5 – 5.1 µm and the original 27 mm optical lens. The detector area used was 320x256 pixel 

and the frame rate 281 images/s. The field of view as 52 mm along the weld and 41 mm

perpendicular to the weld. The flash lamp used was conducted with a white light flash lamp 

together with a flash generator. Nominally, a 6 kJ flash during 0.05 seconds is achieved with 

this heat source. The distance between the flash and the test plate was about 120 mm. The 

recording with the IR camera was started as the flash was generated, and 100 frames were 

recorded.

Table 1 Detectability of surface notches using flash lamp as excitation

Notch # Notch width

[µm]

Notch length

[µm]

Result

(Detected or not)

1 140 260 Hard to detect

2 110 250 Hard to detect

3 90 530 Hard to detect

4 80 500 Hard to detect

5 220 720 Hard to detect

6 400 760 Detected

7 150 1000 Detected

8 260 1030 Detected

9 110 1260 Detected

10 150 1290 Detected

11 200 1500 Detected

12 170 1690 Detected

3.3 Crack detection by use of induction heating as excitation source

A plate with a number of holes was used to demonstrate the initial findings using Eddy Current 

induced heating. Five holes were manufactured being their diameters 2.5 mm (two of them) 

2 mm (another two) and 1 mm diameter. The induction coil was moved along the sample 

following the moving scanner concept.

In Figure 8a the first stage of the process is illustrated, showing the sample being heated and 

the over-heating of two of the holes. An important aspect in this inspection strategy is that due 

to height variations the resulting eddy current amplitude may be reduced or increased. This 

generally causes non-homogeneous temperature distributions that may be overcome by 

calculating thermal gradients as depicted in Figure 8b. In this picture the reconstruction of the 

scanning process may be observed after thermal gradients assessment. Five clear peak 

temperature values are shown, corresponding with each one of the holes.



(a) (b)

Figure 8. Induction Thermography results. (a) shows the inspection process and (b) is the 

scanning reconstruction

4. Conclusion

Continuous laser, flash lamp and induction heating have been studied as potential excitation 

sources for IR thermography inspection. The possibilities for an automated and miniaturized 

NDT method have also been assessed.

Continuous laser line scanning as an excitation source was shown to give reliable results for 

surface crack detection. This method is suited for automatic scanning. Different scanning 

speeds were tested with good results. The technique has potential to be applied in areas hard to 

reach by use of mirrors etc.

Flash lamp excitation can be suited for automatic NDT due to the possibility to excite a large 

area in a short time. On the other hand, the relatively fast excitation puts a demand on the IR 

detector to be able to resolve the transient excitation. The possibility to detect surface cracks by 

using flash lamp excitation in IR thermography was shown to be a good alternative. Tiny cracks, 

with a crack length less than a millimetre, have been detected, although it can be difficult due 

to reflections from the lamp. The miniaturization of the flash lamp should be possible, in the 

same way as for continuous laser, by the use of mirrors etc.

Induction heating as an excitation source was shown to be an alternative for automatic 

inspection. Defects are detected during scanning. The miniaturization of induction heating is a 

challenge. In addition, the method puts requirement of coil dimension and positioning with 

respect to the inspected surface. Therefore, the method is less suited for inspection of hard to 

reach areas.
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